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Biberauer/Holmberg/Roberts (BHR) have proposed over the last decade in successive versions to 
account for the HoP by a harmony constraint in terms of head directionality: A structure is disallowed 
where a head-initial phrase is contained in a head-final phrase within the same extended projection 
(Final-over-Final Condition FOFC, cf. Sheehan et al. 2017). CircPs in English, German and Chinese 
[PostP [PrepP from tomorrow] on], [PostP [PrepP von morgen] an] [PostP [PrepP cóng míngtiān] qǐ] are immediate 
counterexamples. The discussion of the more complex case of the head-final CP in Chinese, which 
dominates a consistently head-initial TP, shows that this configuration must be taken at face value and 
also invalidates the FOFC. In addition, the FOFC is argued not to be a principle of synchronic gram- 
mar and thus not among the “mid-level” results to be taken into account for our understanding of HoP.  
The FOFC draws its main evidence from Greenberg’s cross-categorial generalizations (CCG), aug- 
mented by data in WALS. Importantly, CCGs relate the internal word order properties of two or more 
categories irrespective of their relationship in a particular structure (Whitman 2008), as in Universal 3: 
“Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional.” (Greenberg 1963: 78). The relation- 
ship between verb-initial main clauses and PrepPs is claimed to hold regardless of any relationship 
between clauses and PPs. The same holds for Universal 2, where PrepPs are linked with ‘N Gen’ order, 
and PostPs with ‘Gen N’ order, where clearly it is not nominal projections inside PPs or visa versa that 
are at stake. Since CCGs arise through language change (such as V>P reanalysis), which is itself subject 
to contingency, they are statistical. They have long been known to have exceptions (a.o. Dryer 1992; 
Whitman 2008), the number of which is constantly increasing with the extension of WALS.  
According to Whitman (2008), only hierarchical universals in Greenberg (1966) are true candidates for 
principles of universal grammar. They crucially differ from CCGs in that they describe the relative 
position of two or more categories within a single structure, as in Universal 14: “In conditional 
statements, the conditional clause precedes the conclusion as the normal order in all languages.” 
(Greenberg 1966:78). At an appropriate level of representation, the conditional clause can be held to 
occupy a higher structural position than the consequent in conditional statements: 
[S’ If conditionals are specifiers of S’ [S they precede the consequent].]. (Whitman 2008:235) 
While based on Whitman (2008), Djamouri et al. (2013: 94), Whitman & Ono (2017: 44) characterize 
the FOFC as a constraint on constituent order on a par with CCG, hence of a statistical nature, and not 
a principle of synchronic grammar accessible to the child learner, BHR in Sheehan et al. (2017: 3) 
nevertheless claim that FOFC is a hierarchical universal in Whitman’s (2008) sense and apply the CGGs 
to word order properties of one constituent embedded within another. This is, however, in sharp contrast 
with WALS data, where each member of a correlation pair is taken in isolation, i.e. NOT occurring in 
the same structure. In addition, the labels in WALS often do not correspond to the categories examined 
for the FOFC. The category C is such a case, the nearest approximations in WALS being adverbial 
subordinator and polar question particle (both including heads and non-heads). Notwithstanding these 
serious shortcomings, BHR adduce statistic frequency figures from WALS as relevant evidence.  
Chinese sentence-final particles (SFPs) as C-heads in a three-layered split CP directly challenge the 
FOFC, and there is no way to make them FOFC compliant (pace Biberauer 2017). They are full-fledged 
functional heads with a complex feature make-up, on a par with Cs in e.g. Indo-European languages. 
The split CP is attested since the 5th c. BC (cf. Djamouri et al. 2009; Djamouri & Paul 2019), against the 
backdrop of stable SVO order in Chinese since the earliest documents from 13th c. BC. (cf. a.o. Chen 
Mengjia 1956, Djamouri 1988, 2001; Shen Pei 1992; Paul 2015 and references therein). 
(1) Split CP in Mandarin Chinese (Paul 2009; 2015, ch. 7; Pan 2015; Paul & Pan 2017): 
 [Attitude-CP [Force-CP [ClowP [TP DP  V NP] Clow° ] Force° ] Attitude°]]] 
SFPs qua C-heads are construed with the entire clause, leading to a transparent syntax/semantics 
mapping. They are projecting and selecting heads, as evidenced by the strict relative order (known since 
Zhu Dexi 1982): low C (discussed immediately below) precede Force heads encoding sentence type 
(imperative, interrogative) which in turn precede Attitude heads expressing speaker/hearer related 
information. Finally, SFPs of the same class are mutually exclusive. 
For reasons of space, I concentrate on low Cs. They indicate whether the event in question holds at the 
speech time and/or whether it held before. With ne,  the event still holds at speech time and likewise held 
in the past. With le, the event holds at speech time and did not hold in the past (hence the incompatibility 



with gāngcái ‘a moment ago’ in (2d). With láizhe the event held in the past and may or may not hold at 
speech time (with the latter as default case) (cf. a.o. Zhu Dexi 1982, Paul & Yan 2022).  
(2a) [ClowP [TP Xià  yǔ ]  ne ]               (2b) [ClowP [TP Xià  yǔ ] le ] 
        fall rain  CLOW                       fall rain CLOW 
 ‘It’s (still) raining.’ [i.e. it was raining before]     ‘It’s raining (now) (it wasn’t before).’ 
(2c) [ClowP [TP Xià yǔ ] láizhe]     (2d) [ClowP [TP Tā  gāngcái hái zài    bàngōngshì] láizhe /*le] 
       fall rain CLOW                  3SG just      still be.at   office         CLOW/ CLOW 
 ‘It (just) rained a moment ago.’   ‘He was still in his office a moment ago [but has gone now].’ 
Low Cs themselves can not be analysed as aspect/tense markers (pace a.o. Niina Zhang 2019), nor do 
they occur TP-internally at the vP edge (cf. Pan 2018 pace Erlewine 2017, Biberauer 2017). Low Cs can 
co-occur with TP-internal aspectual heads (3a-c) and contain features not related to aspect/tense (4).  
(3a) [[Tā  zhèng zài    tiē  -zhe  biāoyǔ] ne].      ‘He is pasting posters right now.’ 
   3SG just  PROGR paste-IMP  poster  CLOW 
(3b)  [[Tā   zuìjìn     qù-guo  gùgòng    ]      láizhe]      ‘She recently went to the forbidden city.’ 
       3SG recently go-EXP forbidden.city  CLOW  
(3c) [[Wǒ zài  zhèr  zhù-le    wǔ nián]  le].        ‘I have lived here for five years.’ 
    1SG at  here  live-PERF  5  year   CLOW 
Without the low C le (homophonous with and distinct from the aspectual suffix -le) relating the event 
to the speech time, (3c) would state that my living here no longer holds at speech time (cf. Zhu Dexi 
1982: 209). Clearly, low Cs do not “double” TP-internal aspectual information (pace Biberauer 2017). 
Instead, low Cs act as anchors and are obligatory in the absence of aspect markers (cf. (2)), required for 
the non-habitual reading of activity predicates (cf. Kong Lingda 1994, Sun Hongyuan 2014, Paul 2018). 
Láizhe’s assertion strengthening feature is incompatible with a TP whose predicate is negated: 
(4a)  Speaker A:  You went to the movies, didn’t you? 
 Speaker B:  Wǒ zài  jiā     zuò  zuòyè         láizhe, méi  qù  kàn     diànyǐng. 
         1SG  at  home do   homework  CLOW  NEG  go  watch  movie 
         ‘(In fact) I did my homework at home, I didn’t go to the movies.’ 
(4b) Speaker A: You did your homework, didn’t you? 
  Speaker B: Wǒ  méi  zài  jiā     zuò   zuòyè      (*láizhe). (Wǒ  qù  kàn   -le       diànyǐng.) 
        1SG  NEG  at   home do   homework  CLOW      1SG  go  watch-PERF  movie 
        ‘(In fact) I didn’t do my homework at home. (I went to the movies.)’ 
Low Cs display different selectional restrictions for the aktionsart of the TP-internal predicate: while 
láizhe allows for atelic and stative (non-negated) predicates, ne requires atelic predicates. Le is 
compatible with all types. In addition, low Cs all bear a [+root] feature, for unlike the exclusively [+root] 
ForceP and AttitudeP, they can be embedded (cf. Paul 2015: 285). (In Late Archaic Chinese 4thc. – 2ndc. 
BC, the yes/no question Force head hū was also acceptable in embedded questions.) Low Cs (as well as 
the Force and Att heads) are bona fide functional heads with a complex feature bundle “contribut[ing] 
directly to the extended projection”, thus “counting” for the FOFC (pace Biberauer 2015: 189).  
Finally, Chinese also features exclusively non-root Cs: de in the propositional assertion (cf. Paul & 
Whitman 2008), homophonous with and distinct from de on the head-initial D-spine (cf. Paul 2017), 
and dehuà in conditional clauses (cf. Paul 2015: 7.3.3.2). Their alleged non-existence in VO languages 
is the very basis for Biberauer’s (2017:210) incorrect FOFC-compliant analysis of the Chinese split CP. 
(5) [Matrix-ClowP [TP Wèntí   xiànzài [vP shì [C[-root] [néng jiějué ][C[-root] de]]]] [MatrixClow° le]]. 
             problem now         be               can   solve    C[-root]                CLOW 
 ‘The problem can certainly be solved now.’ 
If de were to be construed with the matrix clause like le, (5) should be ruled out, because Cs of the 
same class are mutually exclusive. With de as C in the embedded clause, no such problem arises. 
(6a) [TopP [CP[-root] Míngtiān  xià  yǔ   dehuà (ne)] [TP wǒ  bù   qù]]. 
          tomorrow fall rain  if       TOP         1SG NEG go 
  ‘If it rains tomorrow, I will not go.’ 
(6b) [TP [TP Wǒ  bù   qù] [CP[-root] míngtiān  xià yǔ   dehuà] (*ne)]. 
            1SG NEG go             tomorrow fall rain if           TOP    
  ‘I will not go, if it rains tomorrow.’ 
Conditional clauses are clausal topics, with an optional Top° ne. The latter is unacceptable in the 
adjoined “afterthought” construction, unlike dehuà, thus confirming its C-status.  
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